Name of Board/Meeting: JSNA
Date and venue of Board/Meeting: 5/6/14
Main Contact Name for Board/Meeting: Jon Cox (Public Health)

What issues/opportunities have you identified from this meeting?
This was the 3rd meeting I have attended. The first two were mainly concerned with how to collect quantitative data and showing the group JSNA Core Dataset Excel sheet that data supporting the last JSNA is stored. This currently needs updating.

To ensure that not just quantitative data, but qualitative data is included to evaluate areas of high priority across the council.

What issues/evidence did you present to the board/meeting and where did you receive this information from?
Have passed on via HW office any data we have which will help influence decisions/recommendations that will be made. GP Survey/HIV etc

Reminded group that previous JSNA only looked at information in silo and with current climate of integrated working and “working together”. We need to ensure that this is embodied in new JSNA.

What response did you receive from the issues/evidence that you presented?
Little negative at first, but on discussion an appreciation that this must be taken into account

What actions/recommendations do you have for Healthwatch Luton following the board/meeting?
To pass on results of any information gathered by us that may be of use to the group

Please use this space to provide brief information around why the board/meeting took place, what was discussed and what the agreed outcomes/next steps are?
This is not a board meeting, but on ongoing steering group meeting which currently meets every 2nd Thursday
Waiting for Collation of current data by Technical group set up for this specific task. Once data has been collated a process for evaluation of this data will be decided by steering group

Date and Venue of Next Board/Meeting: TBC
Name: Andy Assan
Signature